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Abstract 
Due to the recent development of small-scale energy technologies, the energy industry is 
changing from a centralized to a more decentralized energy system. And because of the current 
problems with limited energy sources it is now important to focus on renewable energy sources 
and how to store the energy for later use. One solution is polygeneration system. A 
Polygeneration energy system is a system that combines heat, cold and power generation. 
Therefor it is a flexible system that can easily be modified depending on the size of the system, its 
application, the demands and other requirements. This project focuses on mapping different 
types of energy storage and the important parameters in each method. Initially the different 
concepts of energy storing will be described thoroughly so the reader gets an overview of the 
different storing methods. Thereafter the report maps the different methods and how developed 
they are via TRL (Technology Readiness Level). To achieve a greater knowledge of how a 
polygeneration systems is built and optimized, , an optimization tool  can be used. One of these 
programs is HOMER. HOMER will be used in this project to create a wider comprehension 
about optimization and effects of energy storage in a polygeneration system. By using different 
data, the program can calculate the profit, from an economic and a geographical perspective. The 
demarcation has been selected by choosing a geographical area and what sorts of resources that 
are available in relation to it. Since the main purpose with the report consists of defining ways to 
store energy, the focus will be on the different battery types that exist today. A comparison 
between three different types of batteries will be done and further on what results they will show. 
The optimization in HOMER showed that it is possible to build a decentralized polygeneration 
system on the chosen location, Sagar Island. The system combines different renewable energy 
resources such as, solar and wind together with a generator, converter and batteries to create a 
sustainable system. The results showed a high investment cost for the energy system in all cases, 
despite the use of different battery types. However, the investment is profitable for the 
population on Sagar Island to have access to electricity and what future benefits that may 
provide.   
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Sammanfattning 
På grund av den senaste utveckling av småskaliga energisystem, där energiindustrin går från ett 
centrerat till ett mer decentraliserat system och bristerna som finns i samband med energikällor, 
är därför nu viktigt att fokusera på förnybara energikällor och hur denna energi kan lagras. En 
lösning till detta är polygenerationsystem. Ett polygenerationsystem bygger på ett system som 
kombinerar värme, kylning och effektutveckling. Därigenom är det ett flexibelt system som kan 
modifieras beroende på systemets storlek, efterfrågan och krav. Denna rapport fokuserar på att 
kartlägga olika typer av energilagring och deras viktiga parametrar. Inledningsvis beskrivs de olika 
energilagringskoncepten grundligt sådan att läsaren får en överblick av de olika 
lagringsmetoderna. Därefter kartlägger rapporten de olika metoderna samt hur utvecklade de är 
genom TRL (Technology Readiness Level). För att få en bättre översikt över hur ett 
polygenerationsystem är uppbyggt samt dess funktion kan ett optimeringsprogram användas. Ett 
av dessa program är HOMER. HOMER kommer att användas i denna undersökning för att 
skapa en bredare förståelse över hur man kan optimera ett polygenerationsystem. Med hjälp av 
olika indata kan programmet räkna ut systemets vinst, bland annat utifrån ett ekonomiskt samt 
geografiskt perspektiv. Avgränsningen har valts genom att välja ett geografiskt område samt vilka 
resurser som finns tillgängliga i anknytning till detta. Eftersom huvudsyftet med rapporten 
handlar om de olika lagringsmetoderna kommer fokus främst ligga på batterierna, där en 
jämförelse mellan tre olika batterityper görs och vilka resultat de medför. Optimeringen i 
HOMER visade att det är möjligt att konstruera ett decentraliserat polygeneration system på den 
valda platsen, Sagar Island. Systemet kombinerar olika förnybara energikällor så som, sol och 
vind tillsammans med en generator, omvandlare och batterier för att skapa ett hållbart system. 
Resultatet visade  en hög investeringskostnad för energisystemet i alla fallen, trots användandet av 
olika batterityper. Emellertid är investeringen lönsam för populationen på Sagar Island att få 
tillgång till elektricitet och de framtida fördelar som det kan medföra. 
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Nomenclature 
Table 1: Nomenclature 

Description Symbol Unit 

Angular velocity ω (rad/s) 

Annual Real Discount Rate " (%) 

Boiler Marginal Cost #$%&'() (kr) 

Current I (A) 

Density ρ (,-//0) 

Effect W (W) 

Energy storage density E3 (4//0) 

Entalphi h (,4/,-) 

Heat q (J) 

Inductance     
 

L (H) 

Inertia constant k - 

Inner energy U (J) 

Kinetic energy E7 (4) 

Mass m (kg) 

Pressure p (bar) 

Projects Lifetime ;<)%= (year) 

Radius r (m) 

Specific heat capacity C@ (,4/,-A) 

Temperature T (°K) 

Theta θ (,-/C) 

Total Electrical Load Served DE()F(G kWh/yr 

Total Thermal Load Served HE()F(G kWh/yr 

Volume V (/0) 

Work w (J) 
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Abbreviations 
Table 2: Abbreviations 

Description Symbol  

Alternative Current  AC  

Capital Recovery Factor CRF  

Compressed Air Energy Storage CAES  

Depth of Discharge DOD  

Direct Current DC  

Distributed Energy Sources DES  

Distributed Generators DG  

Distributed Power Systems DPS  

Domestic Hot Water DHW  

Electricity Energy Storage EES  

European Union  EU  

High Temperate Superconductors HTS  

Hybrid Optimization of Multiple Energy Resources  HOMER  

Levelized Cost of Energy  LCOE  

Low Temperature Superconductors LTS  

National Aeronautics and Space Administration  NASA  

Net Present Cost NPC  

Operation and Maintenance O&M  

Photovoltaic  PV  

Pumped Storage Hydropower PSH  

Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage SMES  

Tahoe Center for Environmental Science TCES  

Technology Readiness Level TRL  

Thermal Energy Storage TES  

Thermo-Chemical Heat Storage THS  

Underground Thermal Energy Storage UTES  
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Valve Regulated Lead Acid VRLA  

Vanadium Redox Battery VRB  

West Bengal Renewable Energy Department Agency WBREDA  
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1. Introduction  
Humans have always been depending on energy and have from the very beginning of our history 
used energy of some kind. It began with when humans understood how to use thermal energy 
from wood and make fire to prepare food and produce heat. Food is the most natural stored 
chemical energy that converts into kinetic energy. Since then the consumption of different kinds 
of energy have increased and developed into new forms. The use of different kinds of energy has 
changed during the history as a result of development of the society and technology. The world 
today use much more energy compared to our ancestors and nowadays the energy usually 
distributed from a large central energy system. Figure 1 shows the worlds energy consumption 
during the last 200 years based on different sources of energy. The consumption has increased 
dramatically during the last 50 years and one consequence of this is climate changes etc. In 
addition to this, new conditions of the climate with draining of non-renewable resources, climate 
changes and difficulties in the society sets new and higher demands on the distribution of energy 
and new solutions are needed to be able to manage the futures demand for energy.   

An alternative to the centralized systems today is the small-scale decentralized energy systems 
where smaller groups (for example households, companies and communities) produce their own 
energy to fulfil their own need for energy. Nowadays the energy prices are increasing and energy 
sources are limited and due to this it emerges new energy systems with renewable energies. To 
mention one, hybrid integrated systems, which uses fossil fuels and renewable energy sources 
with higher efficiency. These systems are known as polygeneration systems, which combine 
heating, cooling and electricity power. These systems are considered as an attractive solution not 
only because of their high efficiency also because it’s very harmless towards the environment 
(Kumar).  
 
In other words, polygeneration is a way to supply the local energy demand by using different 
types of renewable energy sources at the same time. By using different sources of energy in 
smaller systems, the system is easier to control and becomes more flexible. The transmission 
losses decrease and also the effect on the environment reduces (Chitas). 

Figure 1: World energy consumption by source during the last 200 years (Our finite World). 
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Small-scale energy system is not only about the benefits of lower effect on the environment and 
cost reductions.  In some occasions, small-scale energy system can also be an alternative to grid 
supplied energy and be solution of how to provide people in smaller villages with energy. An 
evaluation was made in 2006 regarding the potential of having a small-scale renewable energy 
system to meet the needs of energy in the West of China. Around 30 million people in China lack 
access to electricity and some of them lived in these three smaller provinces that were 
investigated. The projects goal was to investigate the possibility to use smaller-scale energy system 
to supply the provinces with energy. Because of the small size of the villages, it would have been 
too expensive for the households to be connected with the grid system. The result of the analysis 
was that off-grid technologies can be a good alternative (Byrne). A similar example of how 
polygeneration energy system can bring electricity to a location can be found on Sagar Island in 
the west of India. This location will be analyzed and explained more in detail later in this project.   

 
The main problem with locally produced energy is often the difficulty to store the energy when 
it´s not needed and to make sure that the production of energy meets the consumption. The 
problem is often that the demand of energy is not constant. It varies during the days, weeks or 
years. Other factors are climate, economic development, infrastructure and access to energy. All 
these factors have effects on the consumption. The need for heating during the winters in 
northern parts of Europe is larger compared to the south, however the need for cooling is larger 
in south of Europe during the summer. Higher living conditions is often connected with a greater 
demand of energy and as the figure 2 shows there are big differences between the regions of the 
world’s energy consumption and the distribution of different energy sources in each country. 
USA and Russia have the highest consumption per capita despite the fact that they have 
decreased their consumption during the last years while other regions have increased their 
consumption. The conclusion is that people around the world have different consumption of 
electrical energy and in order to fulfil everyone’s different demand for energy the energy has to be 
stored in order to balance between the consumption and production of energy. Figure 3 shows a 
table about how the percentage of peak electric load vary hourly and daily during a week. When 
the consumption of electricity is lower, during the nights, some parts of the electricity can be 
stored and be released when the demand for electricity is higher, for example during the 
mornings and evenings. Energy storage does not necessarily have to be about saving energy for 

Figure 2: World energy consumption per capita, by region for 2012, kWh/capita (Our finite World). 
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later but can also be a way to use energy for another purpose and place. Storing energy can be 
both short- and long term and different methods have various capacities and potentials. 
 

1.1 Energy Storage (ES) 

The first law of thermodynamics states that energy cannot either be created or destroyed in a 
closed system. Energy can only be converted from one kind of energy to another (Huggins). This 
can also be called the law of the conservation of energy and is expressed: 
 
∆J = L + N      Equation 1 
 
where J is the internal energy of a material or a system. L is the heat absorbed by the system. N 
is the work done on the system by external forces. This ability to convert energy into other types 
of energy can be useful in ways of how to store energy. 
Energy storage serves its purpose to meet society's demand of energy. Because of the fact that 
renewable energy sources, such as solar energy, are not steady in supply, the question is how to 
store this energy for later use. Some of the benefits of using energy storage has shown to be; 
reduced energy costs and consumption, improved indoor air quality, increased flexibility and 
reduced pollutant emissions. One other benefit with energy storage is in the transport sector. 
Today the use of gasoline is the leader on the market but with more knowledge of how to store 
energy a new market of electrical vehicles will be available, which will reduce the demand of 
petroleum (International Energy Agency). 
 
As mentioned previously, one of the keys to fulfill the future demands of energy is the ability to 
store energy. How to store energy depends on many factors, for instance the size of the energy 
system. This survey will focus on how to store energy in small-scale decentralized polygeneration 
systems.  

1.2 Energy Demand  

How much energy that needs to be stored depends on the demand. And further on, the demand 
fluctuates on daily, weekly, and seasonal basis and what kind of sector, area the focus lays on. 
One way to meet the local energy demands in small-scale systems is the use of distributed energy 
sources (DES), which is small-scale energy technologies that could be placed at customer’s areas 
to supply the local energy demand. Today the amount of fossil fuels is limited and environmental 
impacts are high. Nowadays renewable sources, such as solar and wind energy resources are 
essential and a more environmentally friendly solution. However, these renewable resources are 
usually depending on meteorological factors, which can be unpredictable and can create a high 

Figure 3:  Hourly data on the electric load during a full week, showing the possible use of a storage system 
(Huggins). 
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change in the power generation. Using energy storage allows the system to store energy when the 
energy is not needed or when the electricity price is low and supply customers in peak hours. 
Because of this fact it is possible to overcome the metrological issues and increase the reliability 
and availability of energy. 
Micro grids, which is small scale energy systems that can provide a self-sustained energy solution 
for remote and isolated areas. They offer a local power generation, control and distribution to 
their customer’s, no matter where they are located (Romero). 
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2. Objectives and Limitations  
Here follows the objectives and purposes for this project.  

2.1 Objectives 
- Energy storage roadmap for small-scale decentralized polygeneration energy system. 
- Technology Readiness Level (TRL) assessment 
- Using a modelling program called Hybrid Optimization of Multiple Energy Resources 

(HOMER) to optimize a polygeneration system by comparing different batteries. 
 

2.2 Thesis Learning Objectives  

The expected results from the study are:  
-Identify different ways to store energy in a small-scale decentralized polygeneration 
system, within electricity and heat.   
- Energy storage classification.  
- Develop a model (roadmap) how to choose the right energy storage depending on the 
requirements.   
- Determine the TRL of described storage technologies. 
- Create a greater understanding of how an optimizing program can work and how a 
system is developed. 
 

2.3 Limitations 

Limitations have been essential for this report. In today’s energy market there are various 
numbers of storage methods and even more in development and research. The report has 
focused on thermal and electrical storage due to the fact that they are the most common 
technologies in polygeneration systems. The literature survey has been adjusted to mainly short 
term storage with renewable resources, which are more suitable for decentralized systems. A 
negative aspect of the limitation is the wide range of batteries types that exits on today’s market 
and are being developed. Because of the diversity among batteries and other storage methods it 
can unfortunately impact on the results depending on the chosen storage method. On the other 
hand, by classifying the different storage methods it will create an easier overview of the chosen 
methods and their characteristics in this report.  
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Polygeneration energy system – A General Overview 
Polygeneration energy system is a system that combines heat, cold and power generation. As the 
name states, polygeneration uses multiply energy sources to supply multiple energy services. 
Therefor it is a flexible system that can be modified depending on the size of the system, its 
application, the demands and other requirements. Until year 2020 the EU’s Renewable energy 
directive has set up a goal that 20% of the final consumed energy should come from renewable 
energy sources. Sweden has a target to have 49% of the final energy consumption of renewable 
energy sources. The EU-countries have adapted themselves to the national renewable energy 
action plans to reach these targets, which includes goals for electricity, heating, cooling and 
transport. An additional task is planning of how to use cooperative mechanisms to combine heat, 
cooling and electricity (European Union). One of the ways to reach this is to use a polygeneration 
system as recently mentioned, which combine multiple energy production in one system. A 
schematic of a polygeneration system is shown in figure 4.  
 
Polygeneration systems can sometimes be very complex and every system is unique after being 
modified to specific requirements. Due to its complexity it can be difficult to apply it in an energy 
system and often requires an expert. Therefor an overviewing roadmap over the different 
parameters of the system and different storing methods can be useful to make the process easier. 
New technology should not be excluding for someone just because it is poorly explained or too 
complex to comprehend. If the European Union’s goal wants to be achieved, opportunities have  
be created to increase the knowledge about energy systems to be able to put more polygeneration 
systems on the market. To achieve a greater knowledge of how a polygeneration system is built 
and optimized, an optimization tool can be used. One of these programs is HOMER. The 
HOMER program will be used in this project to create a wider comprehension about 
optimization and the effects of energy storage in a polygeneration energy system.  
As mentioned previously storing energy is an important part of a polygeneration energy system in 
order to keep the balance between the production and demand side. This survey focus on 
different storage methods and their specifications. Using this information can facilitate mapping 
the storage methods and can be used as a roadmap to know which storage method is most 
suitable for a specific application.    

Figure 4: Prototype of a polygeneration system that combines heat, cooling and electricity (Chitas). 
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3. Technology 

3.1 Thermal Energy Storage 

The biggest consumption of energy in our society is for heating and power demand of different 
sectors (Huggins). Gas and electrical heating are common ways to supply the need for heat. New 
solutions and inventions have been developed because they have less effect on the environment 
and economy compared to gas and electricity. Insulation is an old method used to reduce the 
need for heating by maintaining the heat inside the system (or for instance in the house). Another 
method to reduce the need to supply heat is to use thermal energy that already has been 
produced and stored in energy storage. This is called thermal energy storage and consists of a 
process where a storage medium is stored with thermal energy by being heated or cooled in order 
to conserve the energy. The energy can later be reintroduced to the system when it is needed. 
Thermal energy storage can be both centralized and decentralized systems and can lead to higher 
efficiency in energy systems. It can reduce the so called peak demand for energy and has been 
estimated to be able to save around 400 million tons of CO2. An important application is that 
heat and cold production, which usually comes from fossil fuels, now can be replaced with 
storage of thermal energy with renewable energy sources or waste heat. This leads to a decreased 
usage of fossil fuels and brings us one step closer to the goal to use less non renewable energy 
sources. It has been estimated that the use of storage energy, instead of producing new thermal 
energy can save around 1,4 million GWh per year in Europe (IRENA).  
 
There are three kinds of thermal energy storage systems:  
1) sensible heat storage - where thermal energy is stored by heating or cooling a liquid or solid 
medium  
2) latent heat storage - where phase transitions can generate a change of enthalpy and release or 
store internal energy  
3) thermo-chemical heat storage - where chemical reactions are used to store and release thermal 
energy. 

3.1.1 Sensible Heat 

One method to store thermal energy is to simply heat or cool a material to a higher or lower 
temperature. The storage medium material can be both in a liquid or solid state and common 
material that are used are for example water, sand, rocks or molten salts. The energy that is 
needed to change the temperature is called sensible heat and is equal to the product of the 
specific heat and the temperature change. The energy can be stored at temperatures between -
40°C and 400°C. The amount of heat L that can be transferred from a given mass of a material at 
a temperature change, is given by 
 
 L = OP<Q∆R      Equation 2 
 
where O is the density, P<the specific heat at constant pressure, and Q the volume of the storage 
material and ∆R is the temperature difference (Huggins).   
One of the most common sensible heat storage is hot water tanks. Hot water storage store 
energy within tanks, where energy is saved in water heating systems that are generated by solar 
energy or used in co-generation energy supply systems. One example of this is called 
underground thermal energy storage (UTES), where water is stored underground to be used later 
as a heating or cooling resource. Water tank storage has been shown to be a very cost-effective 
option to store energy. Hot water storage is usually between 500 l to several m3 and are used as a 
buffer storage for domestic hot water to be used later. This technology can also be used in Solar-
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Combi-Systems where solar thermal installations for Domestic Hot Water (DHW) is used with 
building heating systems.  
 
One project example of residential water heaters can be found in France. During the past years 
France has been able to reduce the increased need for electricity during the winters by storing 
thermal energy in existing electrical water heaters. The electrical water heaters are equipped with a 
2-period meter and can then be used as distributed thermal storage resource. The peak load had 
to be reduced in France and one method to reduce the peak load of electricity is by consumer 
information campaign that were held about electricity pricing structures and introducing 
functions so grid operators can control the water heaters easier. As a result, the CO2 emissions 
were reduced (International Energy Agency). 
 
A different way to use water storage is to use both hot and cold water storage tanks in one 
system. The Tahoe Center for Environmental Science Building project (TCES) in the United 
States use this method and has reduced the buildings total energy use and thereby has made it 
possible to use more local renewable energy resources. The insulted hot water tanks are stored in 
the building’s basement and the domestic hot water is pre-heated by solar hot water panels. 
Additional heating is provided by natural gas-fired water heaters when needed. The cold water is 
provided by an overnight evaporation via a cooling tower and then stored underground. This 
water is a part of the cooling system and are circulated through a heat exchanger to cool down 
the incoming air. 
 
Another storage system is pit storage where shallow pits are dug and filled with storage medium 
and then being covered with a layer of insulation material. Water is then used as heating or 
cooling medium and being pumped in and out of the pits.  
 
Molten salts have the property of being solid at room temperature and at atmospheric pressure 
but its phase changes when being heated up. This is used for example to store heat for later use 
in concentrated solar power facilities in generating electricity.  
 
The medium to storage energy does not always need to be in liquid form and solid materials can 
also be used. Solid media storage consists of bricks or concrete and can assist in regulating heat 
demand in electric heaters. In case of using bricks for example, the off-peak electricity heats up 
the elements and the heat is stored in the bricks, the heat is then released with a fan that 
circulates the air around the bricks and transfers the heat to the surrounding air in the buildings. 
One example of this can be found in the United States, more specifically in the South Kentucky 
Rural Electric Cooperative where they though a time-of-use pricing system offer 40% discount 
on electricity rates for electric thermal storage heaters (International Energy Agency). 
 
Sensible heat is generally less expensive than other methods of TES but requires a large volume 
because of its low energy density. The efficiency of an energy storage system is defined to be the 
ratio between provided energy and energy needed to charge the storage system. The energy losses 
occur in the storage period and charging/discharging cycle. The most common medium used for 
energy storage is water because of its low cost and availability. Sensible heat storage has the 
capacity to store 10-50 kWh/h and has a storage efficiency between 50-90%, depending on 
storage medium and thermal isolation. The cost for a sensible heat storage system can vary 
depending on the size, application and technology but are approximately between 0,1-10€/kWh 
(IRENA). 
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3.1.2 Latent Heat 

Another way to store energy involves phase transitions, which is a transformation between 
different states of the material due to a heat transfer, for example transformation between solid, 
liquid or gas states. The transformations between different phases is demonstrated in figure 5. A 
special characteristic of the phase transitions is that the solid and liquid (or solid and solid) phases 
have the same chemical composition, however they have different crystal structure and therefor-
different entropy value and a corresponding change of enthalpy.  
A change in enthalpy ∆H will appear when 
changing the state of a material. If heat is 
absorbed, ∆H will have a positive value, if 
heat is evolved, ∆H will have a negative value 
and the internal energy is reduced. The latent 
heat of a reaction is the change in heat 
content. The difference between latent heat 
and sensible heat is that latent heat is 
absorbed/supplied at a constant temperature 
and not during a range of temperature as 
sensible heat. Latent heat systems are often 
smaller than sensible heat storages. The 
capacity of the method depends on the 
materials that are being used in the 
transformation between different phases. The 
maximum efficiency that the materials can 
have is between 75-90%. Different use of 
materials generates different costs for the 
heat storage system but can be between 
10 and 50€/kWh approximately. In most 
cases storage is based on a solid/liquid 
phase change with energy density 100kWh/m3. Latent heat energy storage can offer 3 to 15 times 
greater density compared to sensible heat storage. 
 
One form of latent heat storage is ice storage, where energy is stored in frozen water that are 
melted later on to release the stored energy. The Tokyo Denki University’s Tokyo SANYO 
Campus uses ice storage with a combination of water storage tanks to provide the campus with 
heat and cooling of the air-condition system. Ice is frozen during the cheaper off-peak electricity 
at night and then cold is delivered to the cooling system during the day. The project has reduced 
the campus CO2 emissions and costs. This is a great example of how locally distributed heating 
and cooling can have positive effects on the environment and the economy (International Energy 
Agency).   

3.1.3 Thermo-Chemical Heat Storage (THS) 

Thermochemical heat storage is a relatively new technology and consists of using 
thermochemical reactions (adsorption or adhesion) to accumulate and discharge heat and cold 
(IRENA). A common way to compare various kinds of energy is to compare different energy 
storage density DG  in materials. Energy storage density is defined as the amount of energy that 
can be stored per unit volume (Huggins). Common materials used in thermochemical heat 
storage are for example Zeolite and Silica gel, which have about 8-10 times higher storage density 
compared to sensible heat storage and two times higher than latent heat storage. Thermochemical 
heat storage has the characteristics of having the ability to store more energy and having low heat 
losses (Aydin). However, there are some volume limitations in this method, the heat and mass 

Figure 5: Transition between phases (International Energy Agency). 
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transport to and from the storage volume has to be efficient in order to have efficient reactions. 
Thermochemical heat storage can have a storage capacity up to 250kWh/h and efficiencies from 
75-100%. The costs for thermochemical storage are estimated to be around 8-100€/kWh. 
Thermal energy can be discharged at different temperatures and are only depending on the 
properties of the thermochemical reaction (International Energy Agency). 
Thermochemical heat storage systems can be classified as solely chemical or thermochemical 
reaction storage where thermochemical storage is based on the reaction from two different 
chemical substances and a high amount of energy is generated from the exothermic synthesis 
reaction. Thermochemical storage is related to sorption mechanism. Sorption could for example 
be absorption or adsorption process where two substances becomes attached to each other. It 
usually only requires a small amount of activation energy to start the reaction and a small amount 
of energy at low temperatures and that is why sorption storage systems are more suitable for 
low temperature applications (Aydin). 

3.2 Electricity Storage 

The most common ways to store electrical energy are batteries, compressed air, flywheels, 
superconductors, supercapacitors and pumped storage hydropower (Guerrero-Lemus). Electrical 
energy storage (EES) are used when there is a gap between supply and demand of electricity. The 
problem with EES systems is that no system is appropriate for all the ideal requirements, which 
are high density, high efficiency, low costs, long lifetime and being environmentally friendly. One 
solution to reach these requirements is to combine more than one EES in a system (Makbul).  

3.2.1 Electricity Storage- Mechanical 

There are three mainly ways to store energy within mechanical storage. They are flywheels, 
compressed air and pumped hydropower. They use technologies that converts electricity to 
mechanical energy in order to store energy.   

3.2.1.1 Flywheels 

A flywheel is suitable for medium scale renewable energy systems such as wind and solar, 
providing energy backup in case of interruptions (Makbul). They have a storage range of 5 to 30 
seconds. The flywheel stores kinetic energy by accelerating the rotor to a very high speed, while it 
releases energy by slowing down the flywheels rotor (International Energy Agency). It has an 
ability to work both as an electric motor and generator. This type of energy storage is especially 
useful in places, where support from electrical grids is not possible. Two examples are islands and 
isolated communities or in another context in decentralized systems (Huggins). To meet 
consumer’s needs, local electric generators are installed. The flywheel can be used as the spinning 
reserve and operate during peak-hours.  
 
Another application is in the transport sector, where flywheels can be used to undergo frequent 
start and stop operations, as the kinetic energy will be stored in the wheel (Huggins).  
 
The energy stored in a flywheel is given by the following expression:  
 
DS =

T
C
UVC = T

C
(,/WC)VC     Equation 3

  
The stored energy is determined by the mass /, the angular velocity of the rotor V, U is the 
moment of inertia of the flywheel, , is its inertial constant and W is the radius.  
 
Flywheels have a higher initial cost compared to rechargeable batteries but they have a higher 
power density and longer storage time. In the long term a flywheel energy storage has lower cost 
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and lower losses (Huggins, Makbul). Some other advantages of the flywheels are, longer life cycle, 
environmentally friendly, less maintenance requirement, large number of charge and discharge 
cycles and a very high efficiency. It is important to combine a flywheel with another storage 
method to achieve a greater system, for example a combination of flywheels and batteries or 
flywheels and diesel generators (Makbul).  
 
One project example is the 20MW Flywheel in the PJM Interconnection (United States), which 
consists of 200 flywheels and provides its stored energy to the electricity grid. It is designed to 
store 25 KWh in less than 4 seconds (International Energy Agency). 

3.2.1.2 Compressed air energy storage- CAES 

In compressed air energy storage air is compressed by using cheap electricity when the demand is 
low (off-peak) and later the compressed air can be used to generate energy when the demand 
(peak load) is higher. The basic principal of compressed air storage is demonstrated in figure 6. 
To transform the stored energy to electrical energy it goes through a turbine system. The 
efficiency of such a system is around 75% (European Parliament).  
 
CAES system stores the compressed air in big reservoirs. To keep the cost down it is favorable to 
use already excising geographical reservoirs, such as, salt caverns, aquifers and abandoned mines. 
The biggest CAES system that is now under construction can be found in a mine in Norton, 
Ohio with a 2700-MW plant. Nowadays two CAES system are in use, one in Bremen, Germany 
and the second one in northwest Alabama (M.Abbaspour). 
 
Today CAES is a large-scale technology but it is possible to combine it with small-scale heat and 
power (European Parliament). 
 

Figure 6: The cycle of how compressed air energy storage works (PG&E). 
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3.2.1.3 Pumped Storage Hydropower (PSH) 

Pumped Storage Hydropower systems use potential energy in water to produce electricity within 
a turbine. The basic principal of the process is demonstrated in figure 7. A PSH plant is 
connected to an upper and a lower reservoir. It can either be installed with two aggregates, one 
pump and one turbine or an aggregate that is suitable for both ways. Today the Worlds capacity 
is around 130 GW while 45 GW of it is installed in Europe. A typical hydropower plant has a 
capacity of 200-300 MW with quite low storing cycle. It takes around 4-9 h to generate electricity 
and 6-12h to pump.  
 
A PSH system is characterized by its long lifetime, typical lifetimes are between 50 to 100 years 
and a cycle efficiency range of 70-85% with a fast response time, normally from seconds to 
minutes. The initial costs are usually high but the maintenance cost is low. Using geographical 
reservoirs can reduce the starting costs. Another benefit of these systems is that they can not only 
be used to produce electricity but also to provide domestics and industries with water supply 
(Harby).  
 

 
Figure 7: The cycle of how pumped stored hydropower energy storage works (Consumers Energy). 

3.2.2 Electricity Storage- Electrochemical 

Electrochemical storages use electrochemical reactions to store energy. The most common 
application for this technology is in secondary batteries. The storage capacity depends on which 
properties every battery has. There are various types of batteries in the market today which have 
different properties and applications.  

Batteries 

The most common used technology today to store energy in batteries is the electrochemical 
batteries, which uses chemical reactions with two or more electrochemical cells to allow an 
electronic flow (International Energy Agency). They consist of an accumulator, which stores the 
energy, converts the electrical energy to chemical energy and releases it at required time. This is 
called a secondary battery, unlike the primary batteries, which are not rechargeable. The most 
important parameters to consider while choosing a secondary battery are, nominal voltage, 
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capacity and maximum current or power. The capacity depends on many factors, for instance 
current, temperature and the history of the operation of a battery (Glaize).  
 
Changes in the structure of an electric power supply industry has required that the companies 
should search for a way to increase their business potential energy to meet customer’s needs. 
Batteries tend to have many advantages, low maintenance, more reliable electrical systems and the 
costs are easy to predict since the battery market is stable. These advantages have made the 
battery storages a more attractive solution on the market (Cole). 
The most common used batteries are lead-acid, nickel and lithium-based batteries. Lead-acid 
nickel battery has been used a lot in renewable energy systems due to their low cost, improving 
power quality and high efficiency (Huggins, Makbul). They have disadvantages due to their low 
energy density, large size, weight and short cycle life. A comparison between these three battery 
types shows that the lithium-based batteries has a higher energy efficiency and higher energy 
density. Because of this the lithium-based batteries are growing and becoming the main option 
for EES (Makbul).  
 
3.2.2.1 Lithium-based batteries 
In a typical lithium-based battery the energy is stored in an electrolyte, where the electrodes in a 
typical lithium battery contains of a lithiated metal oxide and carbon. Usually the electrodes are in 
a solid state and the electrolyte in a liquid state. However, there are lithium batteries that have 
different states. For instance, lithium- air batteries, where one of the electrodes is gas. A single 
lithium-ion battery can generate 3,7 V, which is normally too little if the purpose is to store bigger 
quantities. This results in that secondary batteries often get combined in series. 
 
 
XG('&F()Y$'( = Z ∙ "	]^.

(`%`Y'	Ga)Y`&%b	%c	G&EdeY)f()    Equation 4
  
The amount of stored energy is given by the following formula, where Z is the voltage and " is 
the current over the integral of the discharge time (Glaize). 
 
One example of a lithium ion based battery to store energy is the Powerwall from Tesla. It 
charges via a current from solar panels or when the price of electricity is low. The main purpose 
is to supply customers with electricity during night. This makes customers less dependent on the 
main grid and also serves as a backup generator in case of a power shutdown. The system 
consists of solar panels, a converter that converts DC voltage to AC voltage, a gauge for battery 
charge and the backup applications a secondary circuit for power supply of selected powered 
device.  Every Powerwall has a capacity of 6,4 KWh and it is enough to supply most of the 
households during night hours. In case of bigger demands, a secondary or a third Powerwall can 
be installed. The Powerwall has an efficiency of 92% and a weight of 100kg. The price is between 
3000 to 3500 USD (Tesla). 
 
One project example is from the United States at the AES Laurel Montain where they use 
lithium-ion based batteries to store up to 8MWh from a wind energy generation plant that has an 
output of 98MW (International Energy Agency). 
 
Another example is the lithium battery, INTENSIUM SMART, which offers a modular approach 
for energy storage in smart buildings and distribution grids. The specific parameters of this 
battery is demonstrated in table 3 (Saft batteries). 
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Table 3: Intensium Smart (saftbatteries.com) 

Voltage (V) 730 Weight (kg) 820 
Capacity (Ah) 80 Operating temperatures(C) -20/+55 
Rated energy (kWh) 58 Cycle efficiency >95% 
Continuous charge power 
(kWh) 

60 Self-discharge <5% per month 

Continuous discharge 
power (kWh) 

110 Calendar lifetime >20 years 

 

3.2.2.2 Sodium-sulphur (NaS) batteries 

Considering the temperature influence the Sodium-sulphur (NaS) batteries are the most advanced 
battery. In contrast to the lithium batteries, these batteries have their electrodes in liquid form 
and the electrolyte in a solid state. These batteries are mostly used today in stationary applications 
for grid support. To keep the electrodes in liquid form they are operating in a temperature range 
of 300-400 °C (Glaize). These batteries are used as an energy storage for quick charge and 
discharge and to contribute to new investments in distribution (International Energy Agency). 
 
Sodium is an easily accessible material, including table salt and in sulfides, which gives a relative 
low cost. It requires low maintenance but because sodium reacts easily with air some safety 
precautions is necessary.  Since the sodium-based batteries uses high temperatures it is better to 
place them for large-scale grid storage applications and also in environments with high ambient 
temperatures, where other batteries not survive as long.  
 
One project example is in Japan where they use 17 sets of 2MW NaS batteries. Each battery 
consists of 40, 50kW modulus. As many other units they are charged during night hours when 
the demand for power is low and can be distributed to the grid during peak hours when the 
demand of power is high (International Energy Agency).  

3.2.2.3 Flow batteries 

A flow battery is a rechargeable battery that is recharged by using two chemical components that 
are often separated by a membrane and dissolved in a liquid electrolyte in a system. The chemical 
energy is converted to electricity by allowing the external and separated stored electrolytes to be 
pumped through the electrochemical cells. The size of the electrochemical cell and design 
determines the power density of the flow battery. The energy density depends on the size of the 
storage tanks or the output of the batteries. The system is tapped and the energy resources are 
able to be recharged within the same system. Some advantages of flow batteries are low cost, 
modularity, easy transportability, high efficiency and being able to be deployed at a large scale. 
Another advantage is that flow batteries can instantly be recharged by replacing the liquid of the 
electrolyte (Badwal, Energy Storage Association). 
 
There are different kinds of flow batteries, for example redox flow batteries and hybrid flow 
batteries. The biggest difference between conventional batteries and flow batteries it the method 
to store energy. Flow batteries store energy in the electrolyte and conventional ones in electrode 
materials. Redox flow batteries are named after the chemical reduction and oxidation reactions 
that occurs in the batteries, which creates a current. They are often described as flexible because 
of their ability to separate power and energy. The power of the system is determined by the size 
of the stacks of electrochemical cells and the energy capacity is depending on the volume of the 
electrolyte, which in other words is the size of the storage tank. Due to the flexibility of the 
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system is easy to adapt and are suitable for storage applications within power ratings from 10 kW 
to 10 MW. The storage duration for the electrical energy is between 2 and 10 hours.  
 
One example of a redox flow battery is the iron-chromium flow battery, which has a lower 
storage duration (3 hours) and is being developed to reduce cost and become more reliable. 
Vanadium Redox flow batteries and Zinc-Bromine flow batteries are two other flow batteries 
with similar conditions and characteristics as the flow batteries that where mentioned previously. 
Vanadium redox (VRB) batteries is considered to be one of the most advanced batteries today. 
VRB has stable ions in the circuit that can be used multiple times without receiving unwanted 
side reactions. On the down side, VRB are expensive and has a low energy density that creates a 
need for big external tanks to provide enough energy. The problem with the low energy density 
has been overcome by creating a hybrid solution, which combines a solid lithium storage material 
inside the external tanks with the same architecture model as in the flow batteries. The result 
show that a normal flow battery could store 10 times more energy by volume compared to a 
VRB but was still slower to charge. It offers an interesting solution that could be developed in 
the future to a technology that could be applied in a polygeneration system (Energy Storage 
Association). 

3.2.2.4 Lead acid batteries 

Lead-acid batteries are used in large groups to support wind and solar generation systems because 
of their qualities, such as good cycle life and rapid kinetics (Huggins). 
The strategy behind electrochemical power source is that it combines two electrodes of different 
materials immersed in an electrolyte. The two different electrodes have different charge and 
generate together with a conductor an electrical current. The type of secondary battery is 
determined by the different materials the electrodes and the electrolyte consist of (Pavlov).  
Lead-acid batteries are remarkable in that way that both the positive and the negative electrode 
reactions involve the same element. At the positive electrode the lead dioxide reacts with sulfuric 
acid to form lead sulfate and water. At the negative electrode the lead reacts with sulfate ion to 
form lead sulfate. The standard potential for one cell at 25 degrees is 2,048 V. Nowadays the 
lead-acid batteries are very commercialized and exist in many seizes and designs. They are 
categorized by the construction of the electrodes and the configurations of the electrolytes 
(Bullock).  
 
Flooded lead-acid batteries are the most common lead-acid batteries, where the cell stack is 
flooded with 30 to 40% of sulfuric acid. The secondly most common is the valve-regulated lead-
acid (VRLA) batteries, where a one-way pressure relief vent controls the pressure. Today it is still 
under research and development (Parker). Lead-acid batteries have been designed with a 70 years 
long float life, more than a thousand deep-discharge cycles, a specific energy of 40-50Wh/kg and 
a power of 150 to 200 W/kg.  They are manufactured on each continent and more than three 
quarters of these products are used for automotive applications (Bullock). 
 
One project example is in Notrees Wind Storage Demonstration in United States, which uses 
lead-acid batteries to store and provide 36 MW output peak power with the Notrees wind farm. 
The purpose with this project is to demonstrate how to store the access wind energy into lead-
acid batteries (International Energy Agency).  

3.2.3 Electricity Storage – Electrical 

Electricity storage use magnetic or electric fields to store electricity for later use. The most 
common technologies are superconducting magnetic energy storage and supercapacitors.  
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3.2.3.1 Superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) 

The superconductor is a good alternative to help generate, transport cleaner energy, save energy 
losses and reduce carbon emissions (Weijia). The superconductor has no resistance below a 
certain temperature and therefore it is possible to store energy. With the use of a DC power 
supply, energy can be transferred into this kind of system. Later when the current is established in 
the superconductors the power supply can be disconnected and the energy is then stored in the 
magnetic material inside the coil. The material used in superconductors need to be used below a 
specific temperature, also called the critical temperature. Another aspect to consider is that the 
capacitors lose their conductive properties if the magnetic field is above a critical point (Huggins). 
There are two types of conductors based on this knowledge, type 1 and type 2. The difference 
between them is that in type 1 the conductivity is destroyed when the applied field rises above a 
critical value. However, in type 2, they will successively lose their conductivity. Type 2 
superconductors are more useful for large-scale application because they can conduct higher 
currents without breakdown (Weijia).  
 
Nowadays one of the leading and most promising superconductors is the superconducting 
magnetic energy storage (SMES). They have a fast response time, high efficiency, high charge- 
and discharge time and moreover a good balance between the high density in power and energy. 
With these qualities the SMES system can protect the electrical grids from failures. Renewable 
energy sources are unstable, because they are depending on metrological factors but connecting 
them with a super conducting system will help their output and it will become a safer and more 
reliable power for consumers (Weijia). A safety procedure is necessary due to the risks that exists 
with this sort of storage. One safety procedure is to place them in caverns deep underground 
(Huggins).  Moreover, superconductors are divided into two categories, low-temperature 
superconductors (LTS) and high-temperature superconductors (HTS). HTS works with a 
temperature of 77K meanwhile LTS work at 4.2K (Weijia). The disadvantaged with LTS is the 
need of liquid helium that is both more expensive and difficult to obtain.  
 
SMES stores energy in the magnetic field created by the current in a coil, see equation 5, which 
has been cooled down to a temperature below its critical temperature. The stored energy can be 
connected back to the power system by discharging the coil so it can be released again. Nowadays 
the SMES system is using HTS.  
 
 D = T

C
ghC     Equation 5 

 
The magnetic energy stored in a coil is given by equation 5, where D is the stored energy, g is the 
inductance and h the current (Weijia). 
     
The concept is to charge the superconducting magnet during off-peak hours and to discharge it 
to the power system during peak hours. HTS conductors can vary from small scale to large-scale 
systems and are mostly used in the electric power application. Further on SMES can be used in 
distributed power systems (DPS) as a backup power supply (Huggins).   
  

3.2.3.2 Supercapacitors 

Electrical energy can be stored with the help of a capacitor. The easiest model contains of two 
parallel plates where the distance between them is filled with a dielectric material. Adding a 
voltage over the plates will create an electric field and between the conducting plates energy will 
be stored (Huggins).  
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The maximal energy that can be stored is the integral of the voltage-charge product. In case of a 
true capacitor, the amount of stored energy is going to have a linear function. As the figure 8 
shows the voltage is going to fall linearly with the amount of charge. 

Another factor that has to be considered is in which rate the energy can be stored. How fast the 
energy can be stored depends for instance on how much resistance there is (Huggins).  
Both supercapacitors and SMES have a high cycle of lives and high power densities but small 
energy densities. These qualities make the supercapacitor and SMES best suitable to cover small 
energy bursts to the energy systems (International energy agency).  

3.3 Hydrogen Storage 

Hydrogen is a chemical element with many useful properties when it comes to energy storage. 
Hydrogen can be used as a fuel and are being considered as an alternative to fossil fuels, crude oil 
and natural gas. Some of the advantages of using hydrogen as an energy source are, that it is 
considered to be a clean, reliable and affordable energy source. Hydrogen can for example often 
be used directly or after some minor modifications in internal reciprocating combustion engines 
and in production of electricity. However, the biggest advantage is the result of the chemical 
process. The waste product is water and not CO or CO2 as in many other reactions (Huggins). 
 

The chemical reaction is shown in figure 9, as the figure shows it is a closed cycle where nothing 
is destroyed or created. The result is a net flow of energy that can be used in other processes 
(Huggins). 
 
Hydrogen can be stored as a gas or as a liquid, nevertheless the storage of hydrogen demands 
special equipment. Storage of hydrogen as a gas requires a high pressure in the tanks 
(approximately 350-700bar) and storage of liquid requires low temperatures, since the boiling 
point for hydrogen is -252,8°C. The tank or containers that store hydrogen has to be well isolated 

Figure 8: Linear function of how much energy that can be stored in a capacitor (Huggins). 

Figure 9: Concept of the ideal hydrogen economy 
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to avoid the substance to boil off. These additional costs as isolation increases the costs for this 
type of storage. Hydrogen can also be stored as material based on adsorption (stored on the 
surfaces of solids) and absorption (stored within solids). Despite of the complex storage 
requirements, hydrogen is an element that is used in many applications and in researches for 
examples about fuel cells. Hydrogen has the highest energy per mass of any fuel but because of 
its low ambient temperature density, hydrogen has a low energy per unit volume and large tanks 
are required for the storage. A development of storage methods within hydrogen is required to 
manage these problems (Office of Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy). Hydrogen storage 
has at the current moment mostly been applied in bigger systems. This is a technology in 
development and could perhaps in the future be modified to smaller energy storage systems.  
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4. Methodology 

4.1 Technology Readiness Level (TRL) 

Technology Readiness Level (TRL) is a way to measure the maturity level of a certain technology. 
TRL was founded on the 80s by National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Based 
on the process of the project a TRL-value is given. It exists 9 different levels. From 1 to 9, where 
1-3 correspond to the principal idea until being tested in laboratories, 3-6 correspond to 
experimental and modelling, while 6-9 correspond to demonstration, test and final release on the 
market (NASA).  
 
One approach to visualize the maturity of energy storage technologies is with this following 
graph, see figure 10. The most commercialized storages methods are the thermal storage 
followed by the electricity storage, that still are under research and development.  

 
 

 
 
Each storage technology was estimated by the definition of TRL and figure 10. The estimated 
values are later shown in the appendix. Most of the technologies are commercialized and well 
developed and therefore have received a high level in TRL. In other cases, when the TRL is hard 
to estimate, the methods have been given a range instead.   

Figure 10: Maturity level of different storage systems (International Energy Agency). 
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4.2 HOMER Energy – An analyse of a polygeneration system 

In order to analyze a polygeneration system a micro grid software program can be used. HOMER 
is one of the most popular software tools to design a micro grid, which can simulate, optimize 
and perform a sensitivity analyze of an energy system with chosen parameters, methods and 
conditions. This can be used as a tool to evaluate the economic cost for the system including 
lifecycle and installation costs. It gives an overview of benefits from different methods based on 
technology and economics. 
 
Two parameters that has to be considered when evaluating the economic analyse in HOMER are 
Net Present Cost (NPC) and levelized Cost Of Energy (COE). These two parameters play an 
important role in the economic analyse in HOMER.  
 
HOMER calculates NPC of each component of the system and then for the whole system by 
first defining the present value of all costs for a system during its lifetime. The costs include 
capital cost, O&M cost, fuel cost, replacement cost, cost of buying power from grid and 
emissions penalties. Thereafter the present value of all the revenues that the investment earns 
over its lifetime. Then the present value is subtracted from the present value of all the costs. 
Revenues include grid sales revenue and salvage value. The total NPC is calculated by summing 
up the total discounted cash flows in each year of the project lifetime.  
 
The NPC can be calculated by the following formula, where PYbb,`%` is the total annualized cost, 
P;j is the capital recovery factor, ;<)%= is the projects lifetime (years) and " is the annual real 
discount rate (%). Equations 6-9 are all accessed from the program HOMER (HOMER Energy). 
 

Pklm,`%` =
mnoo,pqp

mrs(&,rtuqv)
    Equation 6 

 
The capital recovery factor P;j is calculated with the following equation, where w is the number 
of years of the project.  

P;j ", w = &(Tx&)y

(Tx&)yzT
    Equation 7 

 
 
The second parameter that plays a role in the economic analyse is the levelized cost of energy 
(COE). COE correspond to the average cost per kWh of useful electrical energy produced by the 
system. It is calculated by the following formula, 
  

P{D = mnoo,pqpzd|q}~�uÄÅ�uÇ�É
ÑÅ�uÇ�É

    Equation 8 

 
Where, #$%&'()is the boilar marginal cost, HE()F(G is the total thermal load served and DE()F(G is 
the total electrical load served. This project does not have any boiler or thermal load hence the 
final equation in this case is  

P{D = mnoo,pqp
ÑÅ�uÇ�É

    Equation 9 
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Sagar Island 

Polygeneration energy systems are generally small systems that supply energy for households or 
small communities. An analysis based on the energy demand and economic preconditions on a 
specific population sets the rules for the system and defines the limits of how it can be 
developed. The location of the case study also affects the result of the simulation. As mentioned 
earlier in the report, the climate and geographic conditions affect the availability of energy 
sources, energy demand and other parameters in the energy system. This report has chosen to 
investigate the conditions and parameters in one location. The chosen location is a small island 
called Sagar Island and is located in the area of West Bengal, India. The island has a population of 
over 180 000 people located in 43 different villages and has a size of 282.11 km2. The reason why 
electricity was established in 1996 was because Sagar Islands became a part of an investment of 
The Government of India to bring electricity to all villages. Sagar Island has been electrified by 
renewable energy sources as solar photovoltaic energy because the geographical obstacles made 
the conventional grid extensions hard to employ. With an average of 250 sunny days and 55 
overcast days in a year it makes this location suitable for solar energy. Annual average solar 
radiation on horizontal surface is 4.91 kWh/m2/day. Ten solar-powered stations have been 
installed between 1996 and 2006 at different places around the island and all have capacities 
between 20-29 kW. This location was chosen because of the islands isolation from the grid 
system and the relatively small size of the community, which makes it interesting and easier to 
analyze. Economical limitations are often one of the biggest challenges today and that is why the 
island has not been connected to the grid before (Mondal).  
 
Another reasons why this location was chosen to create a simulation in HOMER was the easily 
accessed information and data that is accessible on Sagar Island. Many reports and analyses has 
been done on this island previously because of the geographical location, lack of main grids, 
available sun and use of renewable energy sources. With given data and parameters from the 
different cases, an energy system can be modelled in order to give an overview of the system. 
Different storing methods can be combined and introduced into the system. The roadmap 
provides information and knowledge about different storage methods and can facilitate the 
modelling in HOMER.  

Modelling in HOMER 

Once the location was selected, local information about temperatures and amount of solar 
irradiation could be downloaded from the NASA database. With this information the program 
could estimate how much energy that could be produced from both wind turbines and 
photovoltaics. As mentioned before, Sagar Island has many sunny days per year which makes 
solar photovoltaic system a suitable power generator for the island. See figure 11 for the average 
daily radiation in a year on Sagar Island.  

 
Figure 11: Solar GHI resource, Sagar Island (NASA) 
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The electricity demand in Sagar Island is relatively low and heating is not as essential as in colder 
countries, therefor no boiler or thermal load is necessary in this case. The most important load in 
this energy system is the electrical load, which corresponds to the electricity demand. The average 
daily consumption and the peak load of the system are determined by the electric load profile.. 
The average daily energy consumption for this specific place was estimated to be around 1288 
kWh/day, which is based on a previous analysis (Roy). The daily electric load profile is shown in 
figure 12. An assumption was made that the loads are the same throughout the year. The daily 
energy consumption has set the input demand for this system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The system consists of a generator, converter, wind turbine, batteries and an electric load. Figure 
13 shows a schematic of the chosen system. The size of the system is depending on the electric 
load and each parameter was adapted to meet this load.  
Since the main purpose of this report was to analyze the different technologies to store energy, 
using different types of batteries has been implemented in the same system and analyzed through 
the modelling with HOMER. Three different batteries were analyzed to determine which one of 
them that could optimize the system. The three batteries were the generic 1kWh lead acid battery, 
the generic 1kWh lithium ion battery and the vanadium battery.  
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Figure 12: Daily electric load profile of Sagar Island (HOMER modelling). 

Figure 13: A schematic of the chosen system (HOMER modelling). 
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The most important parameters related to the batteries are the cost, the number of batteries per 
string, minimum state of charge, lifetime etc. For instance, if the cost for the battery is high, that 
will influence in the total NPC. HOMER will exclude results that leads to high NPC in order to 
calculate the best economic situation for the system. 
 
Here follows the input data that correspond to the system that is shown in the schematic figure 
above. These parameters remain constant during every simulation in HOMER but different 
batteries are used in each case. Table 4 shows the different equipped components in the system. 
The costs, such as, capital, replacement, operating and maintenance (O&M) cost, are estimated 
based on the prices found on today’s market. The data corresponds to one set of components, 
for instance, one generator flat plate PV has an initial capital cost of 20 000kr.  
 

Table 4: Input data for the modelling system. 

 
Table 5 shows the three different simulation cases and their corresponding costs with or without 
batteries per string. The different cases are using lead acid, lithium ion or a vanadium battery 
together with the input data above.  
 

Table 5: Input data for different batteries. 

Input data (for 
different 
batteries) 

Capital 
(SEK) 

Replacement 
(SEK) 

O&M (SEK) Batteries per 
string 

Lead Acid 1kWh 990,00 kr 900,00 kr 81,43 kr 4 
Li-ion 1kWh 4.500,00 kr 4.500,00 kr 10,00 kr 4 
Vanadium: cell 
stacks 

3.700,00 kr 3.700,00 kr 100,00 kr  

Vanadium: 
Electrolyte 

1.600,00 kr 1.600,00 kr   

 
 
 
 

  

Input data for system Capital (SEK) Replacement (SEK) O&M (SEK) 

10kW Genset 4.000,00 kr 4.000,00 kr 0,24 kr 

Generic flat plate PV 20.000,00 kr 20.000,00 kr 0,00 kr 

Converter 5.863,10 kr 3.745,87 kr 0,00 kr 

Wind turbine 1kW 16.000,00 kr 6.000,00 kr 81,00 kr 
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5. Simulation results and discussion 
The first part of the results is allocated to the HOMER-modeling. The second part consists of 
the comparison tables from the electrical and thermal storage methods. 
  
The modeled system has been designed to meet the peak load. In order to meet the load, the 
diesel generator combined with the Solar PV was added to the system. The calculated and 
optimized results from HOMER did not include any wind turbine in none of the three 
investigated cases. One of the depending factors to this result could be the insufficient amount of 
wind to be able to generate power.  Another reason could also be the high initial cost for the 
wind turbine, which makes HOMER exclude wind turbines in the system. 
In tables 6-8 follows the results from the three different cases using a lead acid battery, lithium-
ion and a vanadium battery.  
 

Table 6: The result of modelling with vanadium battery. 

Vanadium 
battery 

     

Component Size of 
system 
(kW) 

Total (SEK) Salvage 
(SEK) 

COE 
(SEK) 

NPC 
(SEK) 

Generic flat 
plate PV 

240 4.800.000,00 
kr 

0,00 kr   

10kW 
Genset 

120 13.718.339,00 
kr 

-80.897,00 
kr 

  

Vanadium 
battery 

75 637.008,00 kr -58.832,00 
kr 

  

Converter 75 535.140,00 kr -21.820,00 
kr 

  

System 510 19.690.486,00 
kr 

-
161.549,00 
kr 

3,28 
kr 

19,7 
Mkr 

 
Table 7: The result of modelling with lead acid battery. 

Lead Acid 
battery 

     

Component Size of 
system 
(kW) 

Total (SEK) Salvage 
(SEK) 

COE 
(SEK) 

NPC 
(SEK) 

Generic flat plate 
PV 

240 4.800.000,00 kr 0,00 kr   

10kW Genset 120 18.339.940,00 kr -28.519,00 kr   

Generic 1kWh 
Lead Acid 

32 86.697,00 kr -3.355,20 kr   

Converter 15 107.028,00 kr -4.363,90 kr   
System 407 23.333.662,00 kr -36.238,00 kr 3,88 kr  23,3 Mkr  
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Table 8:  The result of modelling with Lithium-ion battery (HOMER modelling). 

Li-ion battery      
Component Size of 

system (kW) 
Total (SEK) Salvage 

(SEK) 
COE 
(SEK) 

NPC 
(SEK) 

Generic flat plate 
PV 

240 4.800.000,00 kr 0,00 kr   

10kW Genset 120 17.329.400,00 kr -3.728,00 kr   
Generic 1kWh Li-
Ion 

24 147.745,00 kr -8.388,00 kr   

Converter 20 142.704,00 kr -5.818,60 kr   
System 404 22.419.846,00 kr -17.934,00 kr 3,73 kr 22,4Mkr 

 
 
With a peak electric load of 1288 kWh/day it was necessary to use a generator with a capacity of 
10kW with a system size of 120 kW and a solar PV with a size of 240kW to meet the electric load 
for the island. For the generator and solar PV, the sizes remained the same through all three 
cases. The converter changed in all three simulations, depending on the type of battery. The 
results from HOMER can for instance provide the economic status of the modelled system. One 
way to demonstrate the economic status is with a cash flow table. Figure 14, shows the cash flow 
graph, in this case with a lead acid battery. It shows the initial investment costs and how the costs 
are distributed throughout the years. After the estimated lifetime of 25 years it also shows how 
much the salvage is. In this case the salvage consists of how much money the battery is worth 
after use. In the tables above it is possible to see the amount of salvage for each case. Even 
though the lifetime is 25 years, the batteries are still functional because of the discharge rate. In 
other words, it still has an ability to charge and discharge.    

 
Normally the investment cost is the highest cost while creating a new system. As figure 14 shows, 
the total investment cost of this case with a lead acid battery is approximately 5,4 million SEK. 
This is a very high investment cost, but considering that it covers the whole island with vital 
electricity to provide street lights, medical institutions and other basically services in the society it 

Figure 13: The cash flow graph with a lead acid battery (HOMER modelling). 
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is a valuable investment. In the other two cases with vanadium and li-ion battery, the cash flow 
graphs were similar to the graph shown in figure 14. There was one exception in the case with a 
vanadium battery, where the initial cost was higher because of the higher initial cost of the 
battery. A real example of this is that the West Bengal Renewable Energy Development Agency 
(WBREDA) that has by using renewable sources done investments on Sagar Island to provide 
them with electricity to run streetlights and other essential services (WBREDA). 
 
One of the purposes of creating a decentralized polygeneration system is to increase the use of 
renewable resources. In the optimized system the distribution between solar PV and diesel 
generator are shown in figure 15. As the figure shows the renewable solar PV is used in the 
majority of the time except during the monsoon period that occurs in June to August.  The 
electric production from PV is then slightly decreased. From October to Mars the temperature in 
India is high and therefore probably requires more electricity from fans, air-condition, cooling of 
water etc. and as a result, a higher electrical production is necessary.  
 

 
Figure 14: The monthly average electric production (HOMER modelling). 

As the EU’s Renewable energy directive has set up a goal for 2020 that 20% of the final 
consumed energy should consist of renewable energy sources, it is interesting to compare how 
much renewable production the optimized system has given. In table 9, the renewable production 
is shown together with the yearly production in the three different cases. In these cases, the only 
renewable resource that was used was the solar PV. The different cases are demonstrated 
according to their yearly production of electricity and their share between the different energy 
sources. In all three cases, the electricity production consists of more than 50% renewable solar 
PV.  

Table 9: Share of produced electricity in the different cases (HOMER modelling). 

Type of battery Production (kWh/yr) Percentage of total 
production % 

Lead- Acid 8 strings   
Solar PV 362 327 53,36 
Generator 10 kW 316 702 46,64 
Total 679 029 100 
   
Li-on 6 strings   
Solar PV 362 327 54,36 
Generator 10 kW 304 194 45,64 
Total 666 521 100 
   
Vanadium   
Solar PV 362 327 53,64 
Generator 10 kW 313 139 46,36 
Total 675 466 100 
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Table 10: Comparison of energy per year in the three cases (HOMER modelling). 

Quantity Lead acid battery Lithium-ion Vanadium battery  
Energy in 383,77 kWh/yr 2940 kWh/yr 116678 kWh/yr 
Energy out 307,02 kWh/yr 2646 kWh/yr 93385 kWh/yr 
Storage Depletion -0.03 kWh/yr 0 -77,78 kWh/yr 
Losses 76,78 kWh/yr 294 kWh/yr 23371 kWh/yr 
Annual throughput 343,26 kWh/yr 2789,2 kWh/yr 104407 kWh/yr 
Expected life 10 yr 15 yr - 

 
Table 10 shows how much the yearly energy is distributed depending on losses and storage 
depletion, which means the difference in the battery state of charge at the beginning and the end 
of the year. The table also shows that the lead acid battery has the smallest input and output of 
energy, which means it is not used as much as the other two batteries. Additionally, the lead acid 
battery has the shortest lifetime despite being used the least of the three cases. In a storage point 
of view, the lead acid battery is not the best battery compared with the other two batteries for 
this system. Another interesting aspect as the table shows is that the Vanadium battery has the  
biggest different in input and output of energy. The result show that the vanadium battery is used 
the most and it is demonstrated in figure 16, where the state of charge in the battery throughout 
the year is shown. 

 

Table of comparison 

The second part of the results consist of the comparison between the different electrical and 
thermal storage. The chosen methods in the table originate from the investigated technologies in 
the literature survey. The parameters in the table are some of the most important characteristic of 
each type of storage. Since there exist various technologies and types of each storage methods 
these values can differ in magnitude. The main purpose of these tables is to give an overview of 
the characteristics to help the reader to get a more complete roadmap. This report has chosen to 
separate the table of thermal storage and electrical storage due to the big difference between their 
necessary characteristics. Electrical storage methods are more developed on the energy market 
compared to the thermal storage methods. As a result, the table of thermal storage technologies 
became a harder task to complete. For instance, with electrical storage some of the most 
important characteristic are the densities and depth of discharge, while in the thermal storage the 
temperature range and capacity are important. See appendix for more information.  
 
In the HOMER optimization three different batteries were used. These batteries can be found 
with their specific characteristics in table 4. Only electrical storage aka batteries have been used in 

Figure 15: The state of charge in the battery during the year (HOMER modelling). 
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the optimization program. With HOMER, thermal storage can also be selected and added to the 
system but in this case one of the limitation of this project was the chosen location. The location 
indicated no need for thermal storage or a boiler and therefore the focus in this report was on the 
electrical storage with three different battery types.  
As the tables show the initial investment cost can be quite high, that could also be visualized in 
the result of the HOMER cash flow. Even though it is a big investment for this island it creates 
big opportunities for the population to be connected to electricity. With electricity possibilities 
the island can become more independent and globalized. For instance, more job opportunities 
are created and electricity can improve people’s everyday life. The electrical demand has increased 
over the years in industrial countries and today electricity is a basic part of the daily life. Creating 
a decentralized polygeneration system can help developing countries to receive electricity with 
renewable energy sources. Polygeneration system can not only be applied in developing areas but 
it should also be considered in other areas to decrease the use of non-renewable energy resources 
and the use of combining heat, cooling and electrical power for a more sustainable system.  

Sensitivity Analysis 

This project has chosen to make its sensitivity analysis based on the fuel prices for diesel. 
Throughout history the diesel price has oscillated and since it is a limited resource this factor is 
important to investigate. Moreover, Sagar Island is located where the transport from the 
mainland is not frequent and transport of diesel is expensive. This requires, among other things, 
that the price of diesel has to be beneficial enough to cover both transportation cost and 
operation cost in order to install a diesel generator in the system. This analysis has investigated 
three different scenarios with a lead acid battery, where the diesel prices decreased 50% or 
increased 100% from the originally diesel price of 8kr/l.  
 
The table below shows that when the price of the fuel increases to 16kr/l, HOMER choose to 
decrease the system size of the diesel generator and increase the system size of solar PV. This is 
because the optimization is made based on finding the cheapest solution for the system. On the 
contrary to the first two cases, the third case when the fuel price was decreased to 4kr/l, 
HOMER chose to not include solar PV in the system. It shows that the most profitable 
optimization for the third case was a system without renewable energy sources.  
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Table 11: Comparasion table with different fuel prices. 

 

  

Lead Acid battery 8kr/l   
Component Size of system 

(kW) 
Production 
(kWh/yr) 

Percentage of total production 
% 

Generic flat plate 
PV 

240 362 327 53,36 

10kW Genset 120 316 702 46,64 
Generic 1kWh Lead 
Acid 

32 679 029 100 

Converter 15   
System 407   
    
Lead Acid battery 
16kr/l 

   

Generic flat plate 
PV 

260 392 521 55,75 

10kW Genset 120 311 557 44,25 
Generic 1kWh Lead 
Acid 

32   

Converter 15   
System  704 078 100 
    
Lead Acid battery 
4kr/l 

   

Generic flat plate 
PV 

0   

10kW Genset 120 485 031 100 
Generic 1kWh Lead 
Acid 

0   

Converter 0   

System  485 031  
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6. Conclusions and Future Work 
In this thesis the objectives were to investigate different storage technologies that could be used 
in a roadmap for a decentralized polygeneration system. With help from the literature survey an 
optimized system was created in HOMER for a chosen location and with different batteries. The 
results showed a high investment cost for the system but there were difficulties to determine 
exact values for the characteristics of the batteries due to the fact that there is a huge amount of 
different batteries on the todays market. The modelling in HOMER has given us a greater 
understanding of how a polygeneration system works and how it can be applied in real cases. 
Since renewable energy sources is essential to maintain a sustainable world it is important to 
spread the knowledge of how a polygeneration system works and how it is applied. There are 
many advantages with a polygeneration system. For instance, it is relatively simple to apply and 
depending on the locally available energy sources, it will determine what components the system 
will have.  
 
Even though a polygeneration system can appear to be complex because of the use of many 
components it will have good impacts on the environment and economy. Firstly, by using local 
energy sources the demand for other sources to be transported to the determined location will 
decrease. This will reduce the pollutions and have a positive impact on the environment and 
moreover it saves costs due to transportation. Secondly, in some cases the chosen location does 
not have the ability to be connected to the main grid, which is an obstacle. An alternative 
solution to this obstacle is to create a decentralized polygeneration system. Polygeneration system 
can both be centralized or decentralized, which creates great opportunities for isolated places or 
islands. In the case of Sagar Island the most suitable solution to the electricity problem is with a 
polygeneration system. In all three cases that were modelled in HOMER for the different 
batteries, the result showed that more than 50% of the produced electricity came from solar PV, 
which is a renewable energy resource. A proposition for future work is to choose a location, that 
has more wind and therefore can contribute with more renewable energy. Another thing to 
consider is the importance of the electric load. This project created a model by using a simple 
electric load that were constant during the year, which is not always the real situation. In order to 
obtain a more exact result, more specific data has to be received. Not only the electric load has to 
be updated but it is also important with relevant data of the cost of the components in the 
system. For instance, the initial capital cost for a solar PV is significant less today than compared 
to a couple of years ago.  
 
Storage methods are constantly under research and development, that is why it is important to 
continue the analyse of how the methods can be applied to a polygeneration system. In this 
report thermal storage has not been applied to the optimization program but depending on the 
geographical location and needs it can be necessary to include it for the best optimization.  
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Appendix 

 

Technology- Electrical Location

Energy 
density 
(Wh/kg)

Power 
density 
(W/kg) Power(MW)

DOD (depth of 
discharge) Discharge Efficiency (%)

Initial 
investment 
cost (€/kW)

Lifetime 
(years) Primary application TRL

Compressed air energy 
storage (CAES) 
(Underground) Supply 30-60 - 5-400 >13000 1-24h 70-89 1315 20-40 Long-term storage 6-9
Pumped storage 
hydropower(PSH) Supply 0.5-1.5 - 10-5000 20000-50000 1-24h 70-82 1406 20-40 Long-term storage 6-9

Lithium-based batteries
Supply/      
Demand 150-350 50-2000 Up to 0.01 1500-4500 m-h 85-95 2512 20-40 

Distributed/ off-grid 
storage. short-term 
storage 9

Sodium-sulphur batteries
Supply/      
Demand 150-250 150-230 0.05-8 2500 cycles s-h 75-90 2254 20-40 

Distributed/ off-grid 
storage. short-term 
storage 9

Flow batteries (VRFB)
Supply/      
Demand 10-35 166 0.03-3 10.000-13.000 s-10h 65-85 1360 20-40 

Distributed/ off-grid 
storage. short-term 
storage 8

Lead acid batteries
Supply/      
Demand 30-50 75-300 Up to 20 2.000-4.500 s-h 70-90 2140 20-40 

Distributed/ off-grid 
storage. short-term 
storage 9

Superconducting 
magnetic energy storage T&D 0.5-5 500-2000 0.1-10 >100.000 ms-8s 95-98 218 20-40 Short-term storage 6-9
Superapacitors T&D 0.05-5 100.000 Up to 0.05 50.000 ms-h 60-65 229 20-40 Short-term storage 6-9

Hydrogen storage Supply
100-
10.000 500 0.3-50 20.000 s-24h 33-42 3243 20-40 

Long-term and short-
term storage 6-9

Flywheel T&D 5-100 1000 Up to 0.25 20000-100000 ms-15 min 93-95 867 15-20 Short-term storage 6-9

Table 12: Table of different electrical storage and their characteristics (Zakari). 
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Technology- Thermal Location Capacity (MW)
Temperature 
range (◦C)

Density 
(kg/m3) Efficiency (%)

Initial 
investment 
cost 
($/kWh) Primary application TRL

Pit storage Supply - 10-250 - 50-90 100-300
Medium temperature 
applications 6-9

Molten salt (Carbonate salts)* Supply - 450-850 2100 40-93 400-700
High temperature 
applications 6-9

Underground thermal energy 
storage (UTES) Supply - 2-5 - 50-90 3400-4500 Long-term storage 6-9

Solid media storage Demand - 10-250 2250 50-90 500-3000
Medium temperature 
applications 6-9

Ice storage Demand 1000 < 10 999 75-90 6000-15000
Low temperature 
applications 6-9

Hot water storage Demand - 10-250 965 50-90 -
Medium temperature 
applications 6-9

Cold water storage Demand 335 < 10 999 50-90 300-600
Low temperature 
applications 6-9

Thermochemical 
Supply/De
mand - 10< T >250 - 75-100 1000-3000

Low, medium, high 
temperature 3-6

Table 13: Table of different thermal storage and their characteristics(International energy agency, Cabeza, Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt) 
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